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Russia’s New Ambassador for Gemar is International Balloon Art 

Competitor  
 
Irina Gvozdenko was Introduced to the world of balloons in 2012 and she has been 
flying high ever since.  
 
Gvozdenko received her balloon art mastery training from Irina Lobanova, a Russian 
leader in the industry and now a fellow Gemar Ambassador. She quickly recognised 
that she had a natural talent and that being creative with balloons gave her joy.  Her 
mentor supported her as she developed this passion and enthusiasm into 
sophisticated sculpting techniques.  
 
Gvozdenko talks about balloon art with the same spirit that any artist does when 
talking about their expertise. She even describes balloons as her medium and thinks 
of them just like a painter would his paints.  
 
In 2014 she became a member of the Golden Hands balloon art team. A competitive 
balloon art group that amazed the participants at every event they went to. They 
travelled together for both Russian competitions and International ones. Their world 
class artwork won prizes at every event.  
 
Gvozdenko’s creations continuously surprise everyone with their originality and 
innovation. You can see examples of her work in Russian and foreign magazines as 
well as in international balloon catalogues.   
 
Since 2016 she has been sharing her secrets in workshops and master classes and we 
are thrilled she has joined us as a Gemar Ambassador.  
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About Gemar Balloons 

Gemar Balloons is the largest manufacturer of natural rubber latex balloons in Europe. 

Located in Casalvieri, a small town the heart of Italy, we continue to lead the way in 

balloon development, inspiring the people who buy our products with new ways to 

add a touch of magic to every occasion. We're dedicated to tradition, innovation and 

creativity, and are committed to making sure that our products are as sustainable as 

possible throughout their lifecycle. Today, we produce millions of balloons every day 

in more than 100 different shapes, sizes and colours... all made in Italy with passion 

and pride. 
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